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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisherLonely Planet Washington, DC is your
passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Spend hours under the spell of the Smithsonian Institution's many
museums, see the monuments and memorials lit up at night, or shop along historic
Georgetown's cobbled lanes; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of
Washington, DC and begin your journey now!Inside Lonely Planet Washington, DC Travel
Guide:Full-color maps and images throughoutHighlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip
to your personal needs and interestsInsider tips to save time and money and get around like a
local, avoiding crowds and trouble spotsEssential info at your fingertips - hours of operation,
phone numbers, websites, transit tips, pricesHonest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping,
sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks missCultural insights give
you a richer, more rewarding travel experience - including history, politics, arts, media,
architecture, sports, cuisine, entertainment, and more.Free, convenient pull-out Washington, DC
map (included in print version), plus over 35 color neighborhood mapsCovers National Mall,
Foggy Bottom, the White House, Georgetown, Capitol Hill, Downtown, Dupont Circle, Adams-
Morgan, U Street, Columbia Heights, Southeast, Northeast, Northwest, Northern Virginia, and
moreThe Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Washington, DC, our most comprehensive guide to
Washington, DC is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less traveled.Looking
for more extensive coverage? Check out our Lonely Planet Eastern USAguide for a
comprehensive look at all the region has to offer.Authors: Written and researched by Lonely
Planet.About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel
media company with guidebooks to every destination, an award-winning website, mobile and
digital travel products, and a dedicated traveler community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots
but also enables curious travelers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of
the places in which they find themselves.

Book DescriptionLonely Planet will get you to the heart of Washington DCAbout the AuthorKarla
Zimmerman vive en Chicago, donde come rosquillas, grita en los bares y escribiendo en libros,
revistas y webs. Ha trabajado en más de 40 guías y antologías, cubriendo destinos en Europa,
Asia, Africa, América del Norte y el Caribe. Para saber más, se la puede seguir en Instagram y
Twitter (@karlazimmerman).
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Joy in Midwest, “Comprehensive and easy to use Wasgington DC Travel Guide. I have used
Lonely Planet guides for previous tips, most notably to Western Europe and the western United
States. All have met and exceed expectations. The Lonely Planet Washington DC guide is
similarly great! The Plan Your Trip section is well organized, I especially like the Month-by-
Month and Like A Local sections. Attractions and entertainment are are thoroughly described,
including when and how to register for tours (many sites require advanced registration). The
maps are very helpful (I still rely on paper maps for the best true navigation tool) and the
transportation details are clear and helpful. Like any trip to a large, complex venue advanced
planning is required. Reading & re-reading the guide is pleasant and useful, and if doe in an
organized fashion yields a comprehensive picture of Washington DC which will help make any
trip a success. Highly recommend the guide.”

Sparkle, “Disorganized but thorough. As a one-star review pointed out, this book is poorly
organized, but I found it to be extremely helpful (once I got the hang of switching pages). I found
things to see and do that went beyond the Mall, etc. It also offers a great reminder that if you're
going to tour the White House, be sure to contact your congressman and make an appointment
well in advance.  I recommend this book to the VERY curious traveler.”

padilla fam, “This is a wonderful book! Although we got it at the library first, I ended up
purchasing it here, because it is such a wealth of. This is a wonderful book! Although we got it at
the library first, I ended up purchasing it here, because it is such a wealth of information! I also
like the pull out map. We will bring this book with us when we travel to Washington DC for spring
break. This type of book by Lonely Planet isn’t your typical boring travel guide. Rather, it has
interesting tidbits about well known places, as well as key information on little known gems. I
really like it a lot.”

Howardgirl72, “This is a pretty good little book. This is a pretty good little book. Lots of
information!! Using this book, and the Internet, of course, my 12-year-old son planned out a
week-long DC family adventure, visiting many memorials, monuments, and museums, and even
planning meals every day. We used the pull out map of the city and the rail as our only printed
map the entire trip.  It shows the points of interest and the Metro stops.”

Janet, “This book was fantastic and I'm so glad we had it on hand. Just got back from DC for a
funeral at Arlington Cemetery. We stayed an extra 5 days to take the grand-kids sight seeing.
This book was fantastic and I'm so glad we had it on hand! Provides detailed information with
respect to navigation and things to do in the area. I'll save it for another trip as we visit the area
every few years.”



Ebook Library Reader, “I found the guide to be super helpful in planning the trip. I found the
guide to be super helpful in planning the trip; however once there i found it easier to refer to local
maps and advice.”

T Brown, “Great resource when planning your trip.. Great guide to DC! Purchased as a gift for
family members to help with an upcoming trip. Handy size with lots of pictures, easy to read and
informative.”

Chris, “Reliable source for everything I needed to know before and .... Reliable source for
everything I needed to know before and during my recent trip to D.C. For tips and general info, I
always look for a Lonely Planet guide before travelling someplace new.”

Jim Bowen, “Good enough. The two travel book publishers that I most reliably turn to are Lonely
Planet, and Rough Guides. I tend to find that Rough Guides are better for cities, because they're
more personal and intimate I feel, while Lonely Planet feel broader in scope.As with any printed
book, the book is a little dated in places (they can't keep things like prices continually updated
for example), but this said, it's good at giving you a wide variety of things to do, and see, in
Washington. It also gives you tips about where to go out and eat, drink, and have fun. I don't go
out as much for that sort of thing, but it feels thorough to me.My one grumble might be that you
don't necessarily get as much depth as to why something's interesting here as you do in Rough
Guides travel guides.In addition it's not too big, so you can slip it into your pocket pretty easily,
so all in all, I would recommend.”

GETHERTRADE, “Must have guide for your visit. I absolutely love Lonely Planet and where ever
we go we buy the book for that location. These is great has a lot of information about not just
Washington but the surrounding areas like Maryland. Not to big and bulky but we do carry a
rucksack around when being a tourist and if you have only a small bag you may be better with
the pocket size version.The use of the map inside is great and handy to have when you manage
to lose wifi and can't look on your phone. A must have for a visit to Washington, DC.”

Nicholas Pietrek, “Five Stars. A very comprehensive and informative guide.”

Mrs. K. A. Peake, “Five Stars. Informative helpful and useful maps”

JFKubrick, “The best guide for Washington DC. Useful.”

The book by Lonely Planet has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 46 people have provided feedback.
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